
Relax Sauna Energy -  Technological Breakthrough!
We have included this information here in order to convey to the public, and to health professionals that the

Relax Sauna generators are SPECIAL.   The relax Sauna generators emit 95-99% Far Infrared Energy, which is

UNHEARD of in the Far Infrared Sauna industry. Your carbon heaters in portable saunas emit about 36% FIR

energy, Tourmaline Disks about 18% , and the panels or emitters in wooden saunas emit usually between 40-

50% far infrared Energy.  ONLY Far Infrared Energy between 4-14 micons PULSATES your water Molecules !

 The Relax Sauna is the ONLY Sit-Up Portable Sauna

that does NOT HAVE 20 Square Feet of Corrugated Plastic Inside their tent !

Anyone who has experienced the Relax Sauna clearly feels the tremendous difference, as evidenced by over

650 Youtube Video Testimonials.

Relax Sauna Energy - acts as an EMF Protector

The structure for a PTC heater according to the present inven-

tion includes a pair of spaced square frames fixed and locked

together in face-to-face relationship.  The plates are made of

good electrical and thermal conductivity material. ...  The heat

generated from each PTC thermistor element can be conducted

through the body of the frames to the foraminous areas from

which the heat can be radiated quickly.  In other words... a PTC

heater fabricated acording to this structure has a higher heat

dissipating coefficient than conventional PTC heaters.

The semi-conductor Chip Allows NO Wiggle Room, so the Far-infrared energy generated by the Relax Sauna is VERY Accurate.

Quoted by a Semi-conductor Mathematician at the Extra-ordinary Technology conference  in Albuquerque - July 2017

Relax Sauna generator & semi-conductor Chip

Automatic Heat Controlled Ceramic Semi-conductor Combines Far

 Infrared Ray, Heat Materials and Control Components !

Far infrared energy has been shown in many studies to Antidote EMF.  Becasue the Relax sauna has 4-10 times

more Far Infrared Generated by its emitters than any other sauna, it is extremely effective in antidoting any ill

effects caused by previous EMF exposure, and actually acts as one of the best EMF Protectors.


